In modern software development, developers rely on version control systems like Git to collaborate in the branch-based development workflow. One downside of this workflow is the conflicts occurred when merging contributions from different developers: these conflicts are tedious and error-prone to be correctly resolved, reducing the efficiency of collaboration and introducing potential bugs. The situation becomes even worse, with the popularity of refactorings in software development and evolution, because current merging tools (usually based on the text or tree structures of source code) are unaware of refactorings. In this paper, we present IntelliMerge, a graph-based refactoring-aware merging algorithm for Java programs. We explicitly enhance this algorithm's ability in detecting and resolving refactoring-related conflicts. Through the evaluation on 1,070 merge scenarios from 10 popular open-source Java projects, we show that IntelliMerge reduces the number of merge conflicts by 58.90% comparing with GitMerge (the prevalent unstructured merging tool) and 11.84% comparing with jFSTMerge (the state-of-the-art semi-structured merging tool) without sacrificing the auto-merging precision (88.48%) and recall (90.22%). Besides, the evaluation of performance shows that IntelliMerge takes 539 milliseconds to process one merge scenario on the median, which indicates its feasibility in real-world applications.
INTRODUCTION
Modern software products are usually developed and maintained by a team of developers, either from a company or from an open-source community. In the development process, the version control system (VCS) plays an indispensable role by providing supports that facilitate the collaborative editing and revising of software artifacts among developers [Zhu and He 2018] . For example, an open-source project hosted on Github 1 usually follows a branch-based development workflow, where new features or bug fixes are developed in separate branches forked from a master branch and then different branches are merged into the master branch. While facilitating collaborative software development by allowing separation of concerns and parallel development [Walrad and Strom 2002] , the branch-based workflow also brings side-effects that slow down the effective collaboration among developers. One of the key side-effects is the conflicts occurred when merging contributions from different developers, or when building and testing the merged artifacts. The developers have to spend a large part of their time to resolve or repair these conflicts. Previous studies [Bird and Zimmermann 2012; Brindescu 2018; Brun et al. 2011; Le Nguyen and Ignat 2018] have shown that understanding and resolving conflicts are both demanding and tedious tasks, which distract developers from their regular development work. What's even worse, not all conflicts between different contributions can be detected by the existing automatic merging tools; those undetected conflicts then escape to the subsequent phases of software life-cycle, even to the released software products, causing unexpected behaviors [Ahmed et al. 2017 ].
Conflicts will be reported when the VCS fails in merging two revisions (called the left and right version, respectively) to the same source code (called the base version) into a consistent new source code (called the merged version). The commonly-used VCS in the industry like Subversion and Git typically treats the source code in a file as a sequence of lines in plain text, and merges two files from the left and right versions line by line, reporting many fake conflicts but neglecting many real conflicts. For example, as the most widely-used VCS currently, Git merges two files in the following manner: when a line in the base file is changed only by one of the two files, such a change will be reserved in the merged file without conflicts; when a line in the base file is changed by both of the two files but in different ways, a conflict block with the conflicting code lines will be inserted into the merged file, indicating the occurrence of a conflict. However, no overlapping changes do not necessarily indicate no conflicts in the program logic (false negative), and different changes to the same line may just result from semantic-irrelevant formatting or mismatching of two lines (false positive). Text-line based merging makes the conflict resolving process not only tedious by reporting false positive conflicts, but also unreliable by neglecting false negative conflicts [Cavalcanti et al. 2017] .
Researchers have proposed various approaches to overcome the drawbacks of text-line based merging methods. Some of these approaches attempt to proactively detect potential conflicts or resolve them early during parallel development, while others focus on developing better algorithms to reduce conflicts in merging. Proactive conflict detection is typically based on speculative merging [Brun et al. 2011; Guimarães and Silva 2012; Kasi and Sarma 2013] , where all combinations of branches are pulled and merged in the background. This limits its application in practice, especially for large-scale open-source projects. For example, as a prevalent operating system for smartphone, the Android Open Source Project (AOSP) 2 is mainly maintained by Google but also customized by various Android phone vendors, who need to constantly merge the latest release from Google, but merge conflicts are hard to detect in the development process. Our work is exactly inspired by this scenario, so we focus on merging. The previous merging approaches can be largely classified into three categories, namely unstructured, structured and semi-structured approaches [Apel et al. 2011] . Unstructured approaches treat the source code as plain text; structured approaches try to fully understand the semantics of source code by transforming the source code into a formal structure with explicitly defined semantics, and the semi-structured approaches aim to strike a balance between the Fig. 1 . An example of merge scenarios in the commit history. Each labeled line represents a branch, and each circle stands for a commit. The commits with colors constitute the merge scenario. The left commit is the HEAD commit of the current branch when merging happens, while the right commit is the HEAD commit of another branch that is merged in. Their nearest common ancestor (NCA) is called the base commit.
In this paper, we present IntelliMerge 3 , a graph-based refactoring-aware merging algorithm for object-oriented programs. We explicitly enhance its ability in avoiding and resolving refactoringrelated conflicts, without sacrificing its precision and performance, comparing with state-of-the-art merging approaches. IntelliMerge takes as input a three-way merge scenario of a Git project. A typical merge scenario (see Figure 1 ) consists of two branches to be merged (i.e., the left and right versions) and their nearest common ancestor (NCA) in the commit history (i.e., the base version). The output of IntelliMerge contains the merged version and a set of conflicts that can not be automatically resolved in the merging process. IntelliMerge works in 4 sequential steps: code-to-graph, matching, merging, and graph-to-code. In the code-to-graph step, IntelliMerge transforms the three versions to be merged into three program element graphs (PEGs), respectively, by applying a lightweight semantic analysis to the three versions, with the program elements as the vertices in PEGs, and the correlation between them as the edges. In the matching step, the three PEGs are matched with each other through a matching algorithm. A matching between two graphs is a mapping relationship between vertices in the two graphs, and the matched vertices are expected to have the same or similar semantics. The similarity of two vertices from different PEGs is calculated by combining the similarity of their inner attributes and the similarity of their context in PEGs. The inner attribute of a vertex includes a set of fine-grained components that constitute the corresponding program element, and the context of a vertex is determined by the sub-graph that consists of edges and vertices within one-hop from the vertex. In the merging step, the contents of each pair of matched vertices are merged textually to generate a merged PEG. In the graph-to-code step, the merged PEG is printed into a set of source code files, preserving the format and order of the three original versions as much as possible. The current version of IntelliMerge is implemented to work with Git and for Java programs only, but can be extended to support other VCSs and programming languages.
We collect 1,070 merge scenarios that involve refactorings from 10 real open-source Java projects on Github with high numbers of stargazers, and replay every merge scenario with three tools: IntelliMerge, GitMerge 4 (the most prevalent merging tool currently), and jFSTMerge [Cavalcanti et al. 2017] (the state-of-the-art semi-structured merging algorithm), in order to evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency of IntelliMerge. The experiment results show that: (1) in terms of auto-merged results, IntelliMerge achieves a good precision of 88.48% and a recall of 90.22% with the manually-resolved version as the ground truth, (2) in terms of merge conflicts, IntelliMerge produces fewer conflict blocks (58.90% fewer than GitMerge and 11.84% fewer than jFSTMerge), and reduces the lines of conflicting code (by 90.98% comparing with GitMerge, and by 78.38% comparing with jFSTMerge), (3) in over 90% of examined merge scenarios, IntelliMerge finishes the whole merging process within 5 seconds, which is acceptable to be applied in real applications. This paper makes the following contributions:
(1) A graph-based refactoring-aware merging algorithm for Java programs.
(2) A matching algorithm that is able to match refactored program elements, by not only considering their inner attributes but also their contextual sub-graph in the program element graph. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces a motivating example of the merge scenario that involves refactorings, which will be used later to give instances of PEGs. Section 3 describes how the proposed approach works in each step, and Section 4 introduces how we implement the approach as a tool called IntelliMerge. In Section 5, we evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency of IntelliMerge through experiments on 1,070 real merge scenarios from 10 popular opensource projects, and compare it with the other merging tools. Section 6 introduces and analyzes some of the related works. In Section 7 we further discuss threats-to-validity and limitations to our study. Finally, we conclude this paper with a short summary, and briefly shed light on further directions on this topic in Section 8.
MOTIVATING EXAMPLE
In this section, we introduce a motivating example of the merge scenario that involves refactorings, in order to illustrate the target problem. This example is extracted from the file SourceRoot.java at commit d9c990a in the master branch of the JavaParser 5 project, and tailored for illustration. Figure 2 shows the related code snippets in this motivating example. The left and right versions both made changes to the method saveAll() in the base version (see Figure 2 (a)), but in different ways. From the result generated by git diff command, the left version (see Figure 2 (b)) modified one method invocation inside the method body of saveAll() by changing the argument that describes the encoding. The right version (see Figure 2 (c)) made three changes: (1) removed some statements from the method body of saveAll(), (2) added a new method called save(), and (3) added an invocation to the method save() inside saveAll().
Actually, the newly added method save() was extracted from saveAll(), which means the right version applied an Extract Method refactoring. The Extract Method is proved to be one of the most conflict-prone refactoring types by Mahmoudi et al. [2019] . Given this merge scenario, Git merged the three versions textually line by line, being unaware of the refactoring change. As a result, it generated a merge conflict (see Figure 2 (d)) to indicate that some lines were modified in both of the left and right versions and could not be auto-merged, and the developer should manually resolve it. After carefully investigating the context of this conflict, the developer recognized that it was a false positive conflict, and manually resolved it by applying the refactoring change from the right version into saveAll() and the edits from the left version into save() (see Figure 2 (e)). However, assuming that the developer failed to recognize the refactoring, the inaccurately auto-merged save() would be preserved as a false negative conflict that might introduce potential bugs or severe errors.
APPROACH
In this section, we present a graph-based refactoring-aware merging algorithm for object-oriented programs, and demonstrate how it works with the motivating example introduced in Section 2. Figure 3 presents an overview of our approach, which consists of 4 sequential steps in general:
Overview
(1) In the code-to-graph step, the left, right, and base versions in a merge scenario are transformed into three program element graphs (PEGs), namely, the left, right, and base PEGs.
(2) In the matching step, the left and right PEGs are matched with the base PEG, respectively. The purpose of matching two PEGs is to find an optimal mapping relationship between vertices in the two PEGs, in which each pair of matched vertices have the same or similar semantics. (3) In the merging step, a merged PEG is generated by merging vertices in the base PEG with their corresponding vertices in the left and/or right PEGs, and those unmatched vertices in the left and right PEGs are inserted into the merged PEG as newly added ones. (4) In the graph-to-code step, merged source files are generated from the merged PEG, with possible conflict blocks embedded in these merged files. 
Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 Step 4 Fig. 3 . An overview of the merging algorithm based on program element graphs.
Step 1: Code-to-Graph
In this step, for each of the left, right, and base versions in a merge scenario, we first need to locate the set of source files involved in the merging process. The three sets of source files are denoted as SRC l , SRC r , and SRC b , respectively, and are decided through a two-step process. Initially, SRC l , SRC r , and SRC b are assigned with . In the first step, given a source file f b in the base version, if f b has no corresponding file in the left or right version, or if one or both of f b 's corresponding files in the left and right versions are changed, then f b and all its imported source files will be added to SRC b ; given a source file f l /f r in the left/right version, if f l /f r has no corresponding file in the base version, or if f l /f r makes changes to its corresponding file in the base version, then f l /f r and all its imported source files will be added to SRC l /SRC r . In the second step, for each file f in SRC l ∪ SRC r , if f has a corresponding file f b in the base version, and f b SRC b , then f b will be added to SRC b ; and vice verse. After all files involved in the merging process are collected, the source file sets SRC l , SRC r , and SRC b of the three versions are transformed into three program element graphs (PEGs), respectively. Given a set of source files, the corresponding PEG is a semi-structured representation of these source files, consisting of a set of program elements (vertices) and a set of correlations between program elements (edges). Intuitively, the PEG represents the program structure above the field and method level, by encoding program elements (e.g. method and field declaration) as vertices and the correlation between them (e.g. method invocation and field access) as edges. The definition of PEG is language-dependent, and here we give our definition of PEG for Java 8:
Definition 3.1 (Program Element Graph). The program element graph of a set of source files is a labeled, weighted, and directed graph G (VT , EL, ET , V , E, type, wt, siд, src) that is defined as (1) VT {prj, pkg, cut, cls, enu, ant, itf , fld, ctr, mtd, ect, anm, ibk}, is the set of vertex types. Each element of VT denotes a type of element in programs. We list each vertex type and its corresponding program element for Java 8 in Table 1 . These vertex types are further classified into two categories: composite and terminal types, denoted as VT c {prj, pkg, cut, cls, enu, itf , ant} and VT t {fld, mtd, ect, ctr, anm, ibk}, respectively.
(2) EL {contain, define, import, extend, implement, declare, read, write, call, instantiate}, is the set of edge labels. A subset of EL is EL t r ee {contain, define, declare}, which implies the hierarchical structure between vertices.
(3) ET ∈ VT × EL × VT , is the set of edge types. Each element of ET is a tuple of the form (source vertex type, edge label, target vertex type). Table 2 describes the meanings of each defined edge type. (4) V is the set of vertices of G, each of which corresponds to a program element in the set of source files. (5) E ∈ V × EL × V , is the set of edges of G. Each element of E is a tuple of the form (source vertex, edge label, and target vertex). A subset of E is E t r ee that consists of all the edges in E that have a label in EL t r ee . E t r ee formulates the tree structure, which embodies the nesting relationship between associated program elements. In the rest of the paper, we use tree(G) to denote the tree structure inside a PEG G, and root(G) to denote the root vertex of this tree. For a non-root vertex v in tree(G), we use p(v) to denote the parent vertex of v in tree(G). For a non-leaf vertex v in tree(G), we use C(v) to denote the set of v's children in tree(G).
, is a function that maps each element in V ∪ E to its type. An invariant is that there is exactly one vertex of the type prj in V , and the vertex of type prj is the root tree(G). A vertex of type in VT c is called a composite vertex, and of type in VT t a terminal vertex. (7) wt : E → Z + , is a function that maps each edge in E to a positive integer weight, denoting the times this edge appears in source code. For example, if method A() invokes method B() in 3 different places in its method body, an edge of type (mtd, call, mtd) will be created between the two vertices of type mtd, with its weight set as 3. (8) siд : V → Siдnature, is a function that maps each vertex in V to its signature. The signature of a vertex consists of the canonical name of the corresponding program element that uniquely identifies it in the project. In particular, for the method declaration, the signature also includes the parameter type list since there will be multiple methods with the same name in the same class in case of overloading. Such a definition of signature ensures that no two program elements in a program have the same signature. As a result, siд −1 is also a function that maps a signature back to a vertex in V ; the domain of siд −1 is siд(V ). (9) src : VT t → Source_Code, is a function that maps each terminal vertex to a piece of source code. For a terminal vertex of type ctr, ibk, or mtd, the src function maps this vertex to the body block of the corresponding program element. For a terminal vertex of type fld, ect, or anm, the src function maps it to the initializer expression or the default value in the corresponding code snippet.
For each of the three sets of source files SRC l , SRC r , and SRC b , the corresponding PEG is built in two steps. First, source files are parsed into a set of abstract syntax trees (ASTs). Then the program elements of concerned types are extracted from these ASTs to form the vertex set V of a PEG, and the correlation between program elements are extracted to construct the edge set E. Edges of label contain, define and declare are retrieved from the hierarchical tree structure of ASTs, while edges of other labels are constructed by analyzing the logic expressed in program statements. Considering the motivating example, Figure 4 shows the simplified PEGs built upon the base and left/right versions. 
3.3
Step 2: Matching 3.3.1 Matching Algorithm. In this step, a matching algorithm (see Algorithm 1) is used to match the base PEG with the left and right PEGs, respectively. Figure 5 shows the matching process of the PEGs constructed from the motivating example. In order to find the optimal mapping relationship from vertices in the base PEG to vertices in the left and right PEGs, the matching algorithm works in two successive phases: top-down and bottom-up.
(1) Top-down Phase. In this phase, the mapping relationship between vertices with the same signature in the base and left/right PEGs are built, starting from root(G) to the leaf vertices (i.e. terminal vertices). The basic assumption is that if two vertices in two PEGs have the same signature, then they correspond to the same program element, regardless of the differences that might exist within their corresponding source code [Tsantalis et al. 2018 ]. The output of this phase consists of 6 sets: the two sets of matched vertex pairs M bl , M br , and the 4 sets of remaining unmatched vertices U bl , U lb , U br , and U r b .
(2) Bottom-up Phase. In this phase, vertices in U bl , U lb , U br , and U r b are further matched upward from the leaf vertices according to their semantics. The bottom-up matching algorithm takes the inner attributes of vertices as well as the context of vertices into consideration, in order to evaluate the confidence of a matching relationship. Two kinds of matching are detected in this phase: 1-to-1 and m-to-n. The former matching is due to changes that affect signatures of program elements, such as refactorings like Rename/Move and other edits like parameter change of methods. The latter matching results from complex refactorings like Extract and Inline.
Algorithm 1: Graph Matching Algorithm
Elements. An assumption of the three-way matching algorithm is that each pair of vertices in M bl ∪ M br must have the same type. That is, matching detection in the bottom-up phase always happens between vertices of the same vertex type. Therefore, we further partition the unmatched vertex sets into subsets according to the type of each vertex, and detect matching in a divide-and-conquer manner.
For each subset of unmatched vertices (with the same type), we describe a list of heuristic rules in Table 3 to match refactored vertices. In our approach, the purpose of refactoring detection is to match changed vertices before and after refactorings, so we group refactoring changes into two categories: 1-to-1 matching and m-to-n matching, instead of explicitly identifying each refactoring type. These heuristic rules are based on the following assumptions: (1) from the base version to the left/right version, the same program element cannot be part of multiple refactoring actions [Tsantalis et al. 2018] ; and (2) refactorings with small code changes (e.g. Move Method) happen more frequently that those with big code changes (e.g. Extract Class) [Buckley et al. 2005; Negara et al. 2013] . Through this phase, the 6 sets calculated through the top-down phase are further updated: in general, the size of U bl , U lb , U br and U r b will decrease, and the size of M bl and M br will increase, since those matched vertices identified in this phase are moved from the former 4 sets to the latter 2 sets. 
(1) v 1 /v 2 denotes one vertex from the two subsets that contain unmatched vertices with the same type (2) v u denotes another unmatched vertex in one of the subsets (3) contextSimilarity(v 1 , v 2 ) returns the jaccard similarity of the incoming and outgoing edges of v 1 and v 2 (4) nameSimiliarity(v 1 , v 2 ) returns the string cosine similarity between the names of v 1 and v 2 (5) bodySimilarity(v 1 , v 2 ) returns the AST similarity between the bodies of terminal vertices v 1 and v 2 (6) η denotes the confidence threshold for possible matchings, and is set to 0.618 (the golden section ratio) in our experiments 3.3.3 Best Matching Selection. For the 1-to-1 matching, if a vertex has multiple matching candidates, we use the following mechanism to select the best one. Firstly we rank the candidates in descending order according to three criteria: (1) the context similarity (i.e. given two candidate vertices, the vertex with a more similar edge set ranks higher), (2) the body-AST similarity (for terminal vertices) or the vertex-label similarity (i.e. given two candidate vertices with the same context similarity, the vertex with a more similar body or label ranks higher), and (3) the location distance from the vertex to the candidate, which is estimated according to their file paths and the start-line numbers (i.e. given two candidate vertices with the same context similarity and the same body-AST/vertex-label similarity, the vertex with closer location distance ranks higher). Since each program element in the same version of source code has an identical location, exactly one best matching candidate will be identified. Once the best matching is determined, the two vertices will be removed from the unmatched sets and added into the matched ones.
For the m-to-n matching, we use the following strategy to select the best one(s). In the current settings, the m-to-n matching mainly refers to matching the extracted method with the origin(s) and matching the inlined method with the target(s). The origin of an extracted method denotes the method from which it is extracted, and the target of an inlined method denotes the method that it is inlined into. In Java, programmers often extract the common part of multiple methods into a new method, so the origin can be more than one. Similarly, one method could be inlined into more than one target. If there are multiple candidate origins, we extend the context of each possible origin by combining it with the context of the extracted method, then rank the candidates by the similarity of the updated context. If there are multiple candidate targets, we update the context of each possible target by subtracting the context of the inlined method, then rank the candidates by the similarity of the updated context. We select the origin(s) and target(s) with the updated context similarity above the threshold η as the best matching(s).
Step 3: Merging
In this step, a merged PEG is constructed, as well as a possible set of conflicts, based on the results of threewayMatch(G b , G l , G r ). A set M lbr is defined by joining elements in M bl and M br .
After that, the three sets of M lbr , U lb , and U lr are input into a three-way merging algorithm (see Algorithm 2), which consists of two procedures. First, each vertex of type cut in M lbr (corresponding to a Java source file) and its descendant vertices are recursively merged into a vertex tree with this vertex of type cut as the root vertex. After that, all those unmatched vertices in U lb ∪ U r b are inserted into the merged PEG at the proper position. These unmatched vertices are treated to be newly-added by either the left or right version. The position to insert newly added vertices is decided by locating its parent vertex in which it is inserted into, and its predecessor or successor sibling vertex (i.e. the neighboring vertex that appears before/after the corresponding program element in the source code) in the merged tree. If neither of the two neighbors is found, it will be appended to the end of the children vertex list.
Algorithm 2: Three-way Merging Algorithm
Input : M lbr : the set of triples that represent the matchings U lb : the set of vertices in V l that are not matched with any vertex in V b U lr : the set of vertices in V r that are not matched with any vertex in V b Output :CU m : the set of merged vertices of type cut
In the above process, conflicts might occur at two places: mergeSignature and mergeComponents, where the content of signature and components are merged textually in a fine-grained way. The component of a vertex is defined as the code snippets composing the corresponding program element. For example, the components of a method declaration mainly include the annotations, modifiers, return type, method name, parameter list, and the body. Table 1 describes detailed components for each vertex type.
Step 4: Graph-to-Code
In this step, the merged PEG is converted into a set of Java source files, with possible conflict blocks that require manual resolution. In the code-to-graph step, each file to be merged is firstly parsed into a Compilation Unit and then represented as a vertex of type cut in PEG. Therefore, starting from each cut vertex and traversing its outgoing edges of label in EL t r ee , sub-graphs that encode the content of merged files can be extracted from the merged PEG. After that, the vertices in each sub-graph are printed recursively into the code string, which will be written into a Java file with the name and path of the cut vertex. If there are conflicts, the conflicting code will be surrounded by a pair of conflicting symbols like GitMerge does, thus they can be detected by tools that facilitate developers to manually resolve conflicts.
IMPLEMENTATION
IntelliMerge is implemented as an open-source three-way merging tool for Java programs. It consists of 4 major modules: (1) GraphBuilder, (2) GraphMapper, (3) GraphMerger, and (4) CodeGenerator, corresponding to the 4 steps of the proposed approach. It can be used as a standalone software to merge two branches or three directories, or integrated into other applications through the well-documented API. Several open-source tools are used in the implementation: (1) jGit 6 (an implementation of Git in Java) is used to compute the set of different files between the base and left/right version, including the added/deleted/modified files; (2) JavaParser 7 (an AST parser for Java) is used to parse the source code into ASTs and resolve the symbols to construct the PEG; and (3) Gumtree 8 (an AST diff tool for Java) is used to compute the similarity of method bodies in the form of ASTs. IntelliMerge also provides a client with graphical user interface (GUI) (see Figure 6 ) for the developer to review the merged results and manually resolve remaining conflicts. Although IntelliMerge can significantly reduce the number of conflicts and auto-merge the code with good precision, we still think that any changes to the source code made by the merging tool should be carefully reviewed and confirmed by the developer before being formally committed. Therefore, the GUI client plays two roles: (1) marking the auto-merged results for the developer to review and confirm, (2) highlighting remaining conflict blocks and showing the corresponding code snippets in the three original versions, according to the intermediate mapping information collected in the matching procedure.
EVALUATION
To evaluate the feasibility of our approach in the practical environment, we conduct a series of experiments on 10 open-source projects to compare our graph-based approach with two other kinds of merging approaches, i.e. the unstructured and tree-based semi-structured approaches. For the former, we choose the default merging algorithm in Git. For the latter, we choose a state-of-the-art tree-based tool called jFSTMerge [Cavalcanti et al. 2017] .
After collecting 1,070 merge scenarios with refactoring-related conflicts from open-source projects, we replay them with the three tools under the same environment to get the corresponding merged results. In accordance with the widely accepted concepts in Git, we divide the content of output files into the auto-merged part (the successfully merged code) and the conflicting part (the code inside conflict blocks). The three tools will be evaluated with the following three research questions:
(1) RQ1: What are the precision and recall of the three tools on the auto-merged code?
(2) RQ2: What are the number and size of merge conflicts reported by the three tools?
(3) RQ3: What is the performance of graph-based IntelliMerge and tree-based jFSTMerge?
Evaluation Setup

Data Collection.
To select representative sample projects, we first search for the top 100 Java projects with high numbers of stargazers on Github, and select 10 projects according to the number of contributors and the number of merge commits. Then, those merge scenarios that involve refactoring-related conflicts in the 10 projects are collected, using the tool provided by a recent large-scale empirical study on the relationship between refactoring and merge conflicts [Mahmoudi et al. 2019 ]. This tool works in the following steps:
(1) For each project, analyze the commit history to find all failed merge scenarios, each of which reports a set of merge conflicts; (2) For each failed merge scenario, find all commits that ever edited the conflicting code, between the base commit and the two parent commits ; (3) For each commit collected in the previous step, detect refactoring changes between it and the previous commit with RefactoringMiner 9 , a state-of-the-art refactoring detection tool with the precision of 98% and the recall of 87% [Tsantalis et al. 2018 ]; (4) For each failed merge scenario, if it contains at least one refactoring change that ever edited the conflicting code, add it into the experimental data set.
Since jFSTMerge does not support merging branches, in our experiments, the three merging tools all take the source files with refactoring-related conflicts as the input, and output a set of merged source code files as the results, possibly with a set of unresolved conflict blocks. All data is publicly available 10 . Table 4 shows a statistical overview of the 10 projects studied in our experiment, which were collected on the master or main branch until April 1, 2019. The number of merge commits with conflicts is estimated by replaying the merge scenario with git merge command, and whether a conflict is related with refactoring depends on if its code range overlaps with any refactoring changes detected by RefactoringMiner. Figure 7 and Figure 8 present the frequency of refactoring types detected (a) in the whole commit history, and (b) in merge conflicts, respectively. In the commit history of the studied projects, the top three most frequent refactoring types are: (1) Move Field (36.7%), (2) Rename Method (12.9%) and (3) Move Class (12.25%). However, we find that over 87% (8324/9473) of Move Field refactorings are detected in the elasticsearch project, and over 92% (7668/8324) of them happened in one single commit (283fe90 ("Query Refactoring: Moving parser NAME constant to corresponding query builder", 2015-05-13)). As a result, the frequency of Move Field refactorings is significantly increased by the outlier data. If we remove the elasticsearch project from the statistics, the top three refactoring types are: (1) Rename Method (17.74%), (2) Move Class (16.29%) and (3) Extract Method (13.55%). In refactorings that are related with merge conflicts, the top three most frequent refactoring refactoring types are: (1) Extract Method (22.56%), (2) Rename Method (16.74%), and (3) Move Field (14.55%). If we remove the elasticsearch project from the statistics, the top three refactoring types are: (1) Extract Method (25.55%), (2) Rename Method (15.53%), and (3) Rename Class (11.39%).
Studied Projects.
Environment.
All of our experiments are conducted on a computer with Intel (R) Core (TM) i7-7700 CPU @ 3.60 GHz, 16 GB memory and Windows 10 OS.
Evaluation on Auto-merged Results (RQ1)
In this evaluation, we measure the precision and recall of the three tools by comparing the automerged part with the manually-committed code. In Git repositories, if the merging fails because of conflicts, the developer will be required to manually resolve them and commit the change as a merge commit, which has more than one parent commit. In three-way merging, the merge commit has two parent commits while the ordinary commit has only one. Therefore, we extract the source files committed at merge commits with two parents, and consider them as our ground truth. For the merged result of the three tools, we collect the auto-merged part by extracting and removing conflict blocks from the output files. Fig. 7 . The frequency of refactoring types detected in the whole commit history of the 10 studied projects. Refactoring types that account for less than 1% are ignored in the pie chart. The rows of the table are arranged in the clockwise order of the pie chart. Fig. 8 . The frequency of refactoring types involved in merge conflicts of the 10 studied projects. Refactoring types that account for less than 1% are ignored in the pie chart. The rows of the table are arranged in the clockwise order of the pie chart.
When comparing the auto-merged results with manually-committed versions, we use the diff tool provided by Git to calculate the number of different lines of code between them. In order to alleviate differences unrelated to the semantics of a program (such as changes in comments, format and indentation), we first remove all comments from both the auto-merged results and the manually-resolved versions, and then use git diff with the following parameters to compute the number of different lines:
$ git diff --ignore -cr -at -eol --ignore -all -space --ignore -blank -lines --ignore -space -change --no -index -U0
In the above command, the --ignore-cr-at-eol means to ignore carriage-return at the end of line when doing a comparison, the --ignore-all-space and --ignore-space-change mean to ignore space changes, and the --ignore-blank-lines is used to ignore changes whose lines are all blank. Besides, the --no-index allows git diff to compare arbitrary files that are not tracked by Git, and the -U0 ensures entire different parts are reported without context code lines around them. More information about the parameters can be found in the official documentation 11 .
We define the precision and recall of the auto-merged part as the proportion of the same lines (comparing with the manually-committed code) in auto-merged code and manually-committed code respectively. The number of same lines is computed by subtracting the number of different lines reported by the above git diff command from the number of auto-merged lines. Considering the motivation example, the result of GitMerge contains 23 lines of code (13 in the auto-merged part and 10 in the conflicting part), while the manually-committed result contains 14 lines of code. Comparing the GitMerge result with the manually-merged result, there are 2 different lines (line 6 and line 13). Therefore, for GitMerge in this merge scenario, the precision is about 84.62% ((13-2)/13), and the recall is about 78.57% ((13-2)/14). We use LOC to denote the number of code lines and define the precision and recall as follows: Answer to RQ1: As shown in Table 5 , for auto-merged results, IntelliMerge achieves a mean precision of 88.48% and a mean recall of 90.22%. Comparing with jFSTMerge, it achieves a higher recall by merging more lines of code, without sacrificing the precision. Among the three tools, GitMerge exceeds the other tools with the precision of 99.46%. The reason is that all of the studied projects use GitMerge as their default merging tools, thus developers resolved conflicts directly based on the merged results of GitMerge. Furthermore, the auto-merged part was usually not reviewed if the merging is done in terminal and text editors. That is to say, the manually-committed result is not the true ground truth, but a kind of biased ground truth in favor of GitMerge. This problem is further discussed in Section 7.1.
Evaluation on Reported Conflicts (RQ2)
In this evaluation, we compare the number and size of conflict blocks generated by the three tools. Although resolving all conflicts automatically without human intervention is suggested to be infeasible by [Menezes et al. 2018 ] through a large-scale empirical study, reducing the number of false positive merge conflicts does save developers' effort and time in the manual resolution process. Therefore, the merge conflicts reported by the three tools are analyzed and compared. In order to do this, we firstly extract conflict blocks from all merged results, then count the total number of conflict blocks and lines of conflicting code. The results are shown in Figure 9 and Table 6 , with the detailed number and the reduced percentage comparing with GitMerge for each project. Answer to RQ2: Comparing with the unstructured GitMerge, both semi-structured approaches (IntelliMerge and jFSTMerge) significantly reduce the number of conflicts, which is consistent with the conclusion in the previous work [Cavalcanti et al. 2017 ]. Comparing with GitMerge, IntelliMerge reduces the number of conflict blocks by 58.90% and the lines of conflicting code by 90.98%. Comparing with jFSTMerge, IntelliMerge further reduces the number of merge conflicts by 11.84% and the lines of conflicting code by 78.38%.
Evaluation on Performance (RQ3)
In this evaluation, we evaluate the performance of the graph-based IntelliMerge and the tree-based jFSTMerge from the perspective of runtime. For each merge scenario examined, we record the time in milliseconds that each merging tool takes to finish the merging process and output the merged results. Figure 10 shows the distribution of the execution time of IntelliMerge and jFSTMerge for examined merge scenarios, collected by executing each tool separately on the same machine. Answer to RQ3: On the median, IntelliMerge takes 539 milliseconds to process a merge scenario, while jFSTMerge takes 1426 milliseconds. Although IntelliMerge adopts a graph-base approach, in over 90% of all merge scenarios it finishes the merging process within 5 seconds, which is acceptable for real-world applications.
RELATED WORK 6.1 Software Merging
In collaborative and distributed software development activities, developers rely on version control systems (VCS) to manage revisions and integrate contributions. While the branch-based workflow is widely adopted, a key drawback of it is that conflicts frequently occur when merging changes from separate branches [Mahmoudi et al. 2019] , and developers have to manually resolve these conflicts. There are many studies that propose various merging techniques to reduce manual efforts in merging changes and resolving conflicts. According to the way they treat source code, software merging techniques can be largely categorized into three classes: unstructured, structured, and semi-structured merging [Mens 2002 ]:
6.1.1 Unstructured Merging. Unstructured merging is designed to work in a simple way: every software artifact that can be represented as text (i.e., as sequences of text lines) is processed as text. Therefore, any text-based tool is able to process all textual artifacts, regardless of the programming language [Mens 2002 ]. However, the downside is that when it comes to expressing differences and handling merge conflicts, the unstructured merging is rather weak, because all structure and semantic information in source code are lost [Apel et al. 2011 ]. However, the most widely-used software merging tools are unstructured, such as the diff and merging tools in Unix, Subversion, and Git. The benefit is the light weight of these tools, and the cost is those false positive or negative conflicts, which have to be manually resolved or identified by developers.
6.1.2 Structured Merging. Structured merging aims at alleviating the problems of unstructured merging by exploiting the structure of software artifacts [Leßenich et al. 2015] . After two seminal works in the 1990s [Buffenbarger 1993; Westfechtel 1991] that pioneered in merging algorithms incorporating program structures, many proposals of structured merging techniques have been made. On one hand, there are proposals that target at modeling artifacts like diagrams and models [Jackson et al. 1994; Kolovos et al. 2006; Mehra et al. 2005 ]. On the other hand, there are proposals that focus on merging programs; some of them are dedicated to specific programming languages such as Java [Apel et al. 2012; Leßenich et al. 2015; Zhu and He 2018] , C++ [Grass 1992 ] and XML [Lindholm 2004 ], while others try to be language-independent by representing program elements in an abstract level [Apel et al. 2011; Buffenbarger 1993; Westfechtel 1991] . However, these structured techniques are usually quite expensive and not practical in real software development projects.
6.1.3 Semi-structured Merging. Semi-structured merging is a trade-off between structured merging and unstructured merging, considering both the generality of unstructured merging and the precision of structured merging [Apel et al. 2011] . By representing the artifact partly as trees and partly as plain text, semi-structured merging achieves a certain degree of language-independence by merging with the generic tree superimposition algorithm. Previous studies [Apel et al. 2012; Cavalcanti et al. 2017 ] conclude that semi-structured merging is less precise than the structured merging, because only parts of the artifact are merged structurally; other parts (e.g. bodies of methods in Java/C++) are still merged in an unstructured manner. But in some cases like refactoringinvolved merging, semi-structured merging can reach a balance between precision and performance, thus making it more feasible in practice than the fully structured merging.
Graph-Based Merging
Many researchers have found that AST tree-based structured merging approaches cannot detect all semantic conflicts or incompatible merging, because ASTs are only a kind of shallow representation of the semantics of a program [Mens 2002 ]. Therefore, graph-based structured merging approaches are proposed to overcome the limitations of tree-based approaches. For example, Binkley et al. proposed using call graph information to correctly merge different versions of the program [Binkley et al. 1995 ]. Mens used conditional graph rewriting to manage the evolution of software artifact and detect structural and behavioral inconsistencies when merging parallel evolutions [Mens 1999 ]. Niu et al. proposed representing programs as graphs and using graph morphisms to capture the correlation between the structural elements of the programs to be merged [Niu et al. 2005] . Despite the increased semantic information in graph-based merging approaches, these approaches are even more expensive than tree-based merging because of the in-depth program analysis and the complicated program representation. As a result, recent works mainly focus on making it work on merging software models instead of programs [Bartelt 2008; Schwägerl et al. 2015; Segura et al. 2007 ]. In our approach, we adopt a lightweight graph-based merging method to make it feasible in practice.
Refactoring Detection
As an important and common practice in agile development, refactoring is a widespread practice that helps developers improve the maintainability and readability of their code [Silva et al. 2016 ].
Refactoring has been well studied in the past few decades [Mens and Tourwé 2004] , and one important research topic is the detection of refactoring changes in the evolution history [Choi et al. 2018] . Multiple tools are developed to detect different refactoring types defined by Martin Fowler [Fowler 2002 ], such as Ref-Finder [Kim et al. 2010 , RefDiff Valente 2017], RefDistiller [Alves et al. 2014] and RefactoringMiner [Tsantalis et al. 2018 ]. Among these tools, a state-of-the-art tool is RefactoringMiner, which achieves a precision of 98% and a recall of 87%. RefactoringMiner is used in our evaluation process to mine merge scenarios that failed to be auto-merged because of conflicts related with refactoring changes. Our objective is not to detect refactorings, but to match program elements more precisely by taking refactoring changes into consideration. Therefore, our approach does not detect explicit refactoring types but classifies refactorings with regard to how they change the program structure.
Refactoring-Aware Merging
The first refactoring-aware merging algorithm was proposed in [Dig et al. 2007 [Dig et al. , 2008 [Dig et al. , 2006b , and implemented as an Eclipse plugin named MolhadoRef. MolhadoRef takes the operation-based approach [Lippe and Van Oosterom 1992] , in which one version is represented as a sequence of change operations (refactoring changes and edits) and these operations are replayed in the merging activities. In particular, MolhadoRef inverts refactoring changes first, then applies edits to refactored program entities and replays refactoring changes. However, MolhadoRef has two limitations: (1) the refactoring and edit history must be available and precise, and (2) supported refactoring types must have corresponding inverse refactoring operations. Therefore, MolhadoRef only supports a limited set of refactoring types, such as renaming and moving. The lack of support with complex refactoring types like Extract Method and Inline Method makes MolhadoRef difficult to be used in real projects. What makes our work different from previous ones is how we consider the role of refactoring-aware merging tools. Instead of merging code as much as possible, IntelliMerge focuses on avoiding fake conflicts and provide useful information for real conflicts to facilitate manual resolution.
Recently, a large-scale (3,000 projects) empirical study on the relationship between refactoring and merge conflicts [Mahmoudi et al. 2019] concludes that: (1) refactoring operations are involved in at least 22% of merge conflicts; (2) refactoring-involved conflicts are more complex both for current merging tools and developers; (3) certain refactoring types like Extract Method tend to be more possible to bring merge conflicts. Another empirical study on the motivations of Github's contributors behind refactoring operation [Silva et al. 2016 ] also points out that Extract Method is the most versatile refactoring operation serving 11 different purposes, which indicates that it might be the most widespread refactoring type.
Conflicts Prevention in Real-Time Collaboration
While developers mostly rely on version control systems to collaborate currently, researchers also propose multiple approaches to prevent conflicts or identify them early by enabling developers to collaborate in real-time. Different from version control systems that use optimistic locking to enable parallel work, real-time collaborative programming typically adopts pessimistic locking to avoid competing editing, thus preventing textual conflicts from happening. In order to prevent semantic conflicts, Fan and Sun [2012] propose a dependency-based automatic locking (DAL) approach to support automatic fine-grained locking on interdependent programming segments. They further provide flexible and customizable locking policy settings to balance conflict prevention and concurrent work [Fan et al. 2017a,b] . Steimann and Kurowsky [2019] propose transactional editing by enforcing the notions of consistency and isolation from the transactional database in the context of collaborative programming. By formalizing code editing as a set of primitive edit operations and deriving the write-and read-locks for them, they achieve fine-grained locking in collaborative programming and global consistency before committing.
DISCUSSION
Threat to Validity
Construct Validity. In order to evaluate the merged result, a ground truth should be firstly established that is expected to consist of the correctly merged results confirmed by developers. Initially, we assume that those files manually committed as the merge commits are a good candidate for the ground truth, because these files are generated by developers after manually resolving all the conflicts detected by Git. However, after empirically inspecting these merge commits, we find that the above assumption is not true actually. We have found many merge commits that contains code with obvious syntax errors and even unresolved conflicts. Figure 11 shows two manually-merged results with syntax errors from the studied projects. Some developers even left conflicts unresolved in explicit merge commits (one such example is given in Figure 12) . More examples can be found and reproduced at https://github.com/Symbolk/IntelliMerge-data. Fig. 11 . Two examples of incorrect merging that causes syntax errors.
One possible reason behind this kind of phenomenon may be that the merging activities were usually done in the terminal mode, and the embedded text editors like Vim were used to resolve conflicts, without intelligent syntax error detection. Therefore, the developers may just resolve conflict blocks by simply accepting one side and leave auto-merged parts as they were, and then commit the modified files without compiling or testing. As a result, those syntax errors and/or unresolved conflicts have to be corrected in later commits. So we try to refine the ground truth by identifying these incorrect merged results and replacing them with the revised version in the following commit. However, we find the correction was rarely committed separately in one single commit; that is, the next commit following a merge commit usually contains not only the correction, but also other changes (like reformatting and adding new features), which are hard to distinguish from the correction. Therefore, we first identify the manually-merged files with syntax errors or unresolved conflicts, and then replace them with the corresponding version at the next commit following the merge commit. Further human-involved validation is necessary and inevitable to build a more credible ground truth.
Internal Validity. Any problems inherited from the tools used in the study may lead to inaccuracy in results. To mitigate that, we first carefully assess the role of each tool involved in our study, then analyze the robustness of crucial ones through manual verification and explain how we try to tackle their problems.
The tools used in the study fall into two categories:
(1) Implementation-related: this category consists of three tools integrated in our implementation:
(1) jGit, (2) JavaParser, and (3) Gumtree. As a Java implementation of Git, jGit has been widely used both in academia and industry, and in our implementation jGit is simply used to get the changed file set between the old and new versions based on the hash function, so the results can be trusted. JavaParser is used to parse the Java source file into the compilation unit (the root AST node of the program in this file) and resolve the symbols to find corresponding definitions. After comparing the source code with the visualized PEG, we find that JavaParser accurately parses the source code into an AST, but it fails to infer the definition for some symbols in the program, possibly because these symbols are defined in external jar libraries. As a result, the matching precision will suffer from the incomplete edge set of PEG. To handle this problem, we create dummy vertices to represent these unresolved symbols and compare them only according to their labels. Gumtree is used to measure the similarity of method bodies according to their ASTs. We empirically compare it with the string similarity algorithm based on edit distance, and conclude that the result of Gumtree is more reasonable than algorithms that treat the code as a plain text string.
(2) Evaluation-related: this category contains the tool used in the data collection, which is provided by Mahmoudi et al. [2019] . This tool undertakes two tasks: (1) find all failed merge scenarios from the commit history and record conflict blocks, (2) detect refactoring changes at commits that touched the conflicting code. The first task is implemented with jGit, a full-fledged implementation that we choose to trust. The second task is accomplished with RefactoringMiner, which claims to achieve a precision of 98% and a recall of 87% [Tsantalis et al. 2018 ]. We randomly sample 10% from the detected refactorings of each studied project, and manually validate them by inspecting the code before and after each refactoring. The result shows that the precision of RefactoringMiner is about 90%. The recall is hard to estimate because we are unable to determine exactly what refactorings were applied by the original developers in the history.
Although most of the refactorings detected by RefactoringMiner can explain the change (so we consider them to be correct), they are possibly different from the actions applied by the original author. For example, since RefactoringMiner only analyzes the added/deleted/modified files, it cannot identify the indirect inheritance relationship between classes if part of the intermediate classes is unchanged. Suppose that one method is moved between two classes that have such an indirect inheritance relationship, RefactoringMiner may report a Move Method refactoring instead of a Pull Up/Push Down Method refactoring. For another example, we find that for some common and short program elements (e.g., fields like int id/String name and methods like toString() and getters/setters), RefactoringMiner tends to treat independent addition and deletion changes upon them as movements. As a result, the number of reported Move refactorings is more than actual, and the detected refactoring changes can be different from the developer's original operations.
External Validity. Our evaluation focuses on Java open-source projects, so our results are limited in this scope. Like other works based on software analysis, the implementation of structured or semi-structured merging tool is language-specific, but the approach in general can be extended to other object-oriented program languages and applied on closed-source enterprise projects. By selecting well-engineered sample projects from various fields and with different sizes, we try our best to evaluate our approach in a wide range. Therefore, the experiment results based on these sample projects are dependable to support our conclusions.
Limitations
Non-structural Refactorings. We mainly focus on structural refactorings in this work because the previous study has proved that they bring trouble to the present merging approaches [Mahmoudi et al. 2019 ]. To our knowledge, previous works on refactoring detection also mainly focus on structural refactorings. For instance, RefactoringMiner only supports 25 refactoring types out of the 72 refactoring types described in Martin Fowler's catalog 12 , and most of the supported types are structural ones. The current implementation of the PEG only encodes the high-level structure of programs, which limits IntelliMerge's support for non-structural refactorings like control flow refactorings. Though refactorings that change the program structure are responsible for a great number of false positive and false negative merge conflicts, refactorings that change the control flow are also important for refactoring-aware merging. Therefore, to support non-structural refactorings, we plan to extend the definition of the PEG by investigating the relevance between them and merge conflicts in our forthcoming work.
False Negative Conflicts. While IntelliMerge reports much fewer merge conflicts and less conflicting code, it cannot guarantee to reduce the number of false negative conflicts for sure. In our work, we define false negative conflicts as syntactic and semantic conflicts that are neglected by the merging tool, which can lead to latent bugs and severe errors. For example, if inconsistent changes are applied to the interdependent program elements in the left and right versions, unstructured merging tools will not report a conflict since these changes do not overlap. Some false negative conflicts that lead to compilation errors can be identified through compiling, but other false negatives that modify the program logic are hard to detect, even with building systems and test cases. As the PEG encodes the dependency relationship among program elements through static analysis, it can be used in detecting false negative conflicts that violate the well-formedness of the programming language. However, detecting other kinds of false negatives requires more in-depth analysis in the building and testing phases, as well as getting developers involved. Therefore, we plan to make further efforts in studying how to interactively assist developers in reviewing the merged result and resolving conflicts with our merging tool.
CONCLUSION
In modern software development, merging is a vital and frequent operation in collaboration. While the industry still relies on unstructured merging techniques, previous studies have explored multiple structured and semi-structured approaches. However, when merging meets refactoring, a common and popular type of changes in OOP and agile development, current refactoring-unaware techniques often fail to match the changed code correctly, let alone merging changes in the right way. To address this issue, we propose IntelliMerge, a graph-based three-way merging technique with enhanced ability in handling refactoring changes or other changes that lead to mismatching. We implement IntelliMerge to work with Git and for Java programs, and evaluate it on 10 real-world popular Java projects. By comparing it with the prevalent unstructured merging tool GitMerge and the state-of-the-art semi-structured merging tool jFSTMerge, we show the effectiveness and practicability of IntelliMerge. We plan to explore two directions in the future work: (1) support more types of refactoring like those refactoring changes to the control flow inside a method, by extending our current definition of the PEG; (2) identify and visualize various kinds of dependencies between different conflict blocks to facilitate the developer's manual conflict resolving activities.
